Wilbury Avenue, Hove, Sussex, BN3 6HS
POA

POA
• Imposing detached
Victorian Villa

• Considerable character • Walking Distance To
and original detail
The Sea

• Beautifully presented
and modernised

• Lovely good sized
mature gardens

• Private off road
parking

• Immediate Proximity
To Station

• 2 reception rooms

• Superb
kitchen/breakfast/
family room

• 5 bedrooms

Description
A substantial and most imposing, detached period home of considerable character, together with a fine, large mature rear garden, occupying a prime
central location, within immediate proximity of Hove mainline station. The property provides lovely light and generously proportioned living
accommodation, over three floors and has been extensively improved in recent years to create a particularly comfortable family home of character,
with a modern theme. As you approach the property, you are struck by the impressive, recently decorated, bay fronted façade, and the private
frontage, which provides valuable off road parking opportunity, in such a central location. Internally, there is a very spacious reception hallway, with
a fine staircase leading to the first floor, and two superb reception rooms off. The living room is flooded with light from the huge sash windows at
the front and there are a wealth of original features on show, including decorative ceiling mouldings, covering the high ceilings, tall skirting and a
magnificent feature fireplace. The same themes are continued in the adjacent dining room, which also overlooks and opens on to the gardens. At
the rear of the house, there is a simply stunning, kitchen/breakfast/family room, which has not only been refitted with an expanse of modern
contemporary units and integrated appliances, but has also been extended, to create a lovely light space, with French doors opening onto the
garden. There are 5 double bedrooms spanning the first and second floors, again offering much original style and character and three
bathrooms/shower rooms, one of which is en-suite to the main bedroom. The number and size of these rooms offer great flexibility, for a growing
family, or those buyers who have a need for home based office space. Unusually, for a period home in the centre of the City, the property enjoys
the advantage of particularly good sized sunny gardens, which are attractively landscaped and well established and are a wonderful space to
spread out in and enjoy. An early inspection of this fine family home, is very highly recommended by the owners selling agents.

Area
Central Hove The Central Hove area is exceptionally popular with
buyers wanting to live in a busy and vibrant area where there is
plenty going on. There are numerous bars and restaurants in
Church Road catering for all tastes and expectations, all of which
are within close proximity. Hove mainline railway station is
conveniently located for those buyers who commute to work and
of course Hove Seafront and promenade are within a level stroll.
Numerous regular bus services connecting with the city centre

The information provided about this property does not constitute or form part of an offer or contract, nor may be it be regarded as representations. All interested parties must verify accuracy and your solicitor must verify
tenure/lease information, fixtures & fittings and, where the property has been extended/converted, planning/building regulation consents. All dimensions are approximate and quoted for guidance only as are floor plans
which are not to scale and their accuracy cannot be confirmed. Reference to appliances and/or services does not imply that they are necessarily in working order or fit for the purpose.
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